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Exam Directions From Canvas Assignments
Exam Directions

Students must use Respondus Monitor with LockDown Browser, with a webcam on the relevant area for
the duration of this exam. Before beginning the exam, the webcam should be placed at a location at
which the entire work area can be seen, including the student’s face and hands, at all times. No electronic
devices other than a calculator should be brought into the testing environment; this includes smart watches.
Communication of any kind with another person during this exam will be considered a violation of the
academic integrity policy.
Once the webcam for Respondus Monitor is on, but before beginning the exam, students must clearly
show their blank pages to the webcam, front and back.
This exam will consist of two sections: the Multiple Choice (MC) and Free Response (FR) sections.
MC Section: This Canvas assignment will include all MC questions, and they will be graded automatically in this assignment.
FR Section: It will appear as a single question on this exam; that question will include a list of all of
the FR questions. You must write your work and answers on paper, and then scan all pages and upload them
together as a single pdf (via an app such as Adobe Scan or CamScanner: NOT simply a phone picture) to the
”Exam 2 pdf Upload" Canvas assignment (the assignment after this one on Canvas). This portion must be
uploaded within 15 minutes of finishing the exam. Before logging off of this Respondus Monitor, you must
hold up all sheets with your written work to the webcam so they can be read on the video. You also need to
follow the directions given in the FR section during the exam. The FR portion will be graded by the grading
team, and your score will be entered manually into this assignment.
Failure to follow any of the above guidelines will result in you losing 2 points on the exam (which is
the final Free Response Question). Significant failure to follow these guidelines may result in the exam not
being accepted and you being granted a score of zero for the exam.
Before beginning this exam, make sure that you have the following:
• tablet/laptop/similar device with Respondus Monitor and LockDown Browser (NOT a smartphone);
• a webcam in, or capable of being integrated into, the device in #1 (you will need to show your face,
your picture ID, and your testing environment to begin the exam);
• device capable of scanning (with Adobe Scan or CamScanner), saving, and uploading pdf files (no
other file type);
• sufficient internet connection;
• an approved calculator (TI-83, TI-84, or "Plus" versions of these);
• pencil and paper.
This exam is made available a little early and a little late on Canvas so that you have sufficient time to read
these directions and perform the RM/LDB checks. However, note the time limit once you start the exam.
In the event of technical difficulties, contact your instructor immediately. You should continue to
complete the exam if possible.

1.2

FR Directions

There are 5 (content-carrying) free response questions, each with multiple parts. Show all necessary work
on your handwritten page (which you will scan and upload as a pdf).
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Verify that the answers carry the appropriate units. Partial credit may be given for work towards the
correct solution. However, if answers are shown without necessary work, you may receive little or no credit
for the correct answer.
Free Response Questions: [Image Embedded]
Type your free response answers (ANSWERS ONLY) into the answer area for this question, marked
with the question number. For example, your response should be formatted something like this:
#1) (a) your answer
(b) your answer
(c) your answer
#2) etc. ...
If your answer involves a chart, table, or diagram, type the appropriate word (e.g. “diagram”) as your
answer to this question.
Write your work and answers on a sheet of paper (remember to always include appropriate units,
including % and $ symbols when appropriate). Round answers to two decimal places unless otherwise
instructed. When finished the exam, but before logging off of Respondus Monitor, show all of the pages of
your work/answers to FR questions to the webcam so that they can be clearly read. Then log off of Respondus
Monitor, scan the pages to create a single pdf, and upload the scanned pdf to the corresponding "Exam 2 pdf
Upload" assignment.

1.3

Exam 2 pdf Upload Directions

Upload, as a single pdf, your handwritten work and answers to the Free Response section of the exam here.
After uploading, confirm that your upload has completed by downloading it again to make sure it is
readable. A late upload or one that cannot be read/downloaded will result in a deduction of 10 points, and it
might not be accepted at all at the instructor’s discretion.
Your upload is due within 15 minutes of the exam ending. Failure to follow this policy may result in
your exam responses not being accepted and you being given a score of zero for the Free Response portion
of the exam.
Points earned on the free response section will be manually added to the Exam assignment on Canvas,
not to this assignment.
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MC: 3 points each, 60 points total. Correct answer is option (a).
1. In 1980, the cost of a gallon of milk was $2.16. In 2015, the cost of a gallon of milk is $3.42. The
overall inflation rate from 1980 to 2015 is 187.6%. Compute the relative change in the price of a
gallon of milk, and determine whether the cost of a gallon of milk or the inflation rate increased more.
(a) The relative change is 58.3%. The overall inflation rate increased more than the cost of a gallon
of milk.
(b) The relative change is 58.3%. The cost of a gallon of milk increased more than the overall
inflation rate.
(c) The relative change is 36.8%. The overall inflation rate increased more than the cost of a gallon
of milk.
(d) The relative change is 36.8%. The cost of a gallon of milk increased more than the overall
inflation rate.
2. If it costs you $50.00 to fill up your gas tank in 2015, how much would it cost to fill up the same tank
in 1965? (Hint the GPI in 1965 was 25.8, and the GPI in 2015 was 210.0.)
(a) $6.14
(b) $406.98
(c) $25.80
(d) $3.68
3. Consider three investments with the same APR. One earns simple interest; one earns interest compounded quarterly; and one earns interest compounded monthly. If they all start with the same initial
deposit and have no other deposits or withdrawals made, then, after two years, the account with interest
compounded quarterly will have . . .
(a) a smaller balance than the account with interest compounded monthly but a greater balance than
the account with simple interest.
(b) the same balance as the account with interest compounded monthly but a greater balance than
the account with simple interest.
(c) a greater balance than the account with interest compounded monthly but a smaller balance than
the account with simple interest.
(d) a smaller balance than the account with interest compounded monthly but the same balance as
the account with simple interest.
4. In the formula


𝐴𝑃𝑅
𝐴 = 𝑃 1+
𝑛

 (𝑛𝑌 )
,

what are the variables A and P?
(a) A is the accumulated balance after Y years; P is the starting principal.
(b) A is the annual rate of interest; P is the payment added each month.
(c) A is the accumulated balance after Y years; P is the payment added each month.
(d) A is the annual rate of interest; P is the starting principal.
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5. Suppose you deposit $2,000 into a savings account with an APR of 6.5% compounded continuously.
How much money will be in the account after 3 years? Round to the nearest cent.
(a) $2,430.62
(b) $2,429.34
(c) $14,057.38
(d) $1,645.67
6. Francesca deposits $450 into an account earning simple interest with an APR of 2.75%. How much
money will be in the account after 16 years? Round to the nearest cent.
(a) $648
(b) $198
(c) $694.58
(d) $2,430.18
7. Compound interest grows

, and simple interest grows

(a) exponentially; linearly.
(b) linearly; exponentially.
(c) exponentially; exponentially.
(d) linearly; linearly.
8. If Rawle invested in 150 shares of stock from the XYZ company at $75 per share in 2014, and then
sold his stock for $15, 000 in 2018, what was his annual return on this investment?
(a) 7.46%
(b) -6.94%
(c) -7.46%
(d) 6.94%
(e) -68.36%
9. You borrow $1500 at 12% APR compounded monthly. What should your monthly payment be if you
want to pay off the loan in 6 months?
(a) $258.82
(b) $243.82
(c) $29.33
(d) $30.71
(e) $250.00
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10. Dana borrows $3000 at 10% APR. She makes monthly payments of $250 towards the loan. Calculate
her principal reduction after the first month.
(a) $225
(b) -$50
(c) $250
(d) $25
(e) $300
11. You are applying for a mortgage for a $300,000 home, and you have two options: a 25-year mortgage
and a 30-year mortgage. You calculate that the monthly payment for the 25-year mortgage is $2,315.49
while the monthly payment for the 30-year mortgage is $2,201.29. Calculate your total savings by
choosing the 25-year mortgage.
(a) $97,817.40
(b) $492,464.40
(c) $394,647.00
(d) $3,426.00
(e) $117,819.40
12. Ender is single and itemizes deductions, while Valentine is married filing jointly and claims the
standard deduction. Assume that Ender is in the 32% tax bracket and that Valentine is in the 24% tax
bracket. If Ender makes a $3125 contribution to a tax-deductible charity and Valentine claims a $1000
tax credit, who reduces their tax bill by the greater amount?
(a) They both reduce their tax bill by the same amount.
(b) Ender
(c) Valentine
(d) There is not enough information to answer this question.
13. Bernard wishes to survey 5,000 U.S. people by randomly selecting 100 people from each of the 50
states. Which sampling method is Bernard using?
(a) Stratified
(b) Simple random
(c) Convenience
(d) Systematic
14. Hyrum asks 200 Clemson students whether or not they like pizza. 125 respond that they do enjoy
pizza. The sample is
and the population parameter is
.
(a) 200 Clemson students, % of Clemson students who like pizza.
(b) 125 Clemson students, % of Clemson students who like pizza.
(c) 200 Clemson students, 62.5%.
(d) 125 Clemson students, 62.5%.
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15. Dinah is studying the effect of regular swimming on a person’s shoulder flexibility. She collects a
sample and asks each person whether or not they swim regularly. She then measures the shoulder
flexibility of everyone and compares the results between the group that swims regularly and the group
that does not. This study is:
(a) observational, and case-control.
(b) observational, but not case-control.
(c) an experiment with no placebo.
(d) an experiment with placebo.
(e) an experiment with blinding.
(f) an experiment with no blinding.
16. Betty has collected survey data showing 35 people in group A, 42 people in group B, and 17 people
in group C. The best choice to represent this data graphically is a:
(a) bar graph.
(b) histogram.
(c) line chart.
(d) two-way table.
17. The sizes of the wedges (“pie slices”) in a pie chart tell you
(a) the relative frequencies of the categories in the pie chart.
(b) the number of categories in the pie chart.
(c) the frequencies of the categories in the pie chart.
(d) the frequencies changed through history of the categories in the pie chart.
18. The statement “𝑋 is correlated with 𝑌 ” means that
(a) increasing values of 𝑋 are consistently associated with either increasing values or decreasing
values of 𝑌 .
(b) 𝑋 causes 𝑌 .
(c) increasing values of 𝑋 are always associated with increasing values of 𝑌 .
(d) 𝑌 causes 𝑋.
19. A study showed that a decrease in the cost of carrots led to an increase in the number of carrots sold.
Which statement best describes this relationship?
(a) Negative correlation and a causal relationship.
(b) Positive correlation and a causal relationship.
(c) Positive correlation and the relationship is just a coincidence.
(d) Negative correlation and the relationship is just a coincidence.
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20. Which phrase best describes the relationship between the number of miles driven and the amount of
gasoline used?
(a) Correlation with causality.
(b) Correlation without causality.
(c) Causality without correlation.
(d) Neither correlation nor causality.
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FR: Points as marked, 40 points total.
1. Your parents bought your childhood home in 1985 for $75,000.
(a) (2 points) Calculate the overall inflation rate from 1985 to 2015. Round to the nearest whole
percent.
Answer:
237.0 − 107.6
× 100% = 120.26...% ≈ 120%.
107.6
0.5 point for use of correct formula.
0.5 point for correct values in the correct places.
0.5 point for correct computation.
0.5 point for correct answer.
-0.25 for incorrect rounding of answer.
(b) (3 points) What was the price of the house in 2015 dollars? Round to the nearest dollar.
Answer:
$𝑥
𝐶𝑃𝐼2015 237.0
=
=
𝐶𝑃𝐼1985 107.6 $75, 000


237.0
𝑥 = $75, 000
≈ $165, 195.
107.6
1 point for use of correct formula (reciprocals okay).
0.5 point for correct values in the correct places.
1 point for correct computation.
0.5 point for correct answer.
-0.25 for incorrect rounding of answer.
(c) (3 points) Your parents’ combined annual income when they bought the house was $35,000. In
2015, their combined income was $72,000. Computed in 2015 dollars, did the 1985 income or
the 2015 income have greater purchasing power?
Answer:
Purchasing power of the 1985 income in 2015 dollars is:
𝐶𝑃𝐼2015 237.0
$𝑥
=
=
𝐶𝑃𝐼1985 107.6 $35, 000



237.0
𝑥 = $35, 000
≈ $77, 091
107.6
Since $77, 091 > $72, 000, the purchasing power of the 1985 income is greater.
1 point for use of a correct formula (reciprocals okay; alternative solutions may be possible).
0.5 point for correct values in the correct places.
1 point for correct computation.
0.5 point for correct answer (1985 vs. 2015 income).
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2. Beth has an IRA with an APR of 4.5%. She has been depositing into it for 40 years.
(a) (3 points) If the IRA contains $301,758.90 after 40 years, what was Beth’s monthly deposit?
Round to the nearest whole dollar.
Answer:
𝑃𝑀𝑇 =

𝐴
(𝑛𝑌 ) −1
(1+ 𝐴𝑃𝑅
𝑛 )
𝐴𝑃𝑅
𝑛

=

301, 758.90
12∗40 −1
(1+ 0.045
12 )

= $225

0.045
12

0.5 point for use of correct formula.
1 point for correct values in the correct places.
1 point for correct computation.
0.5 point for correct answer.
(b) (3 points) To the nearest dollar, how much of the total amount contained in the IRA is money
that Beth deposited?
Answer:
$225
12 months
×
× 40 years = $108, 000
month
1 year
(Note: even if using the exact number instead of the rounded answer from part (a), it should still
round to $108,000)
1 point for use of a correct formula (equivalent alternatives are okay, and inclusion of units is
optional).
1 point for correct computation.
1 point for correct answer.
(c) (2 points) How much of the total amount contained in the IRA is interest?
Answer:
$301, 758.90 − $108, 000 = $193, 758.90
1 point for the subtraction of two correct values, following work.
1 point for correct answer, following work.
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3. Spencer has a credit card with an outstanding balance of $5, 700 with an APR of 28% compounded
monthly. He wants to pay the card off in 6 months and calculates the monthly payment to be $1,026.20.
(a) (2 points) Calculate the monthly interest rate to the nearest thousandth (as a decimal, not a
percentage).
Answer:
0.28
= 0.0233 ≈ 0.023
12
1 point for correct formula and computation.
1 point for correct answer.
(b) (4 points) Complete the first row of the amortization table (using your rounded monthly interest
rate from part (a)). Round all entries to the nearest cent. Make sure to show work (or give an
explanation) for all entries except Beginning Balance.
Month Beginning
Payment
Monthly In- Principal
Ending BalBalance
terest
Reduction
ance
1
$5,700
Answer:
Month Beginning
Payment
Monthly In- Principal
Ending BalBalance
terest
Reduction
ance
1
$5,700
$1,026.20
$131.10
$895.10
$4,804.90
The Payment value was given.
Monthly interest: 5, 700 × 0.023 ≈ 131.10.
Principal Reduction: 1, 026.20 − 131.10 = 895.10.
Ending Balance: 5, 700 − 895.10 = 4804.90.
0.5 point for correct work for each table entry (except Beginning Balance).
0.5 point for correct answer in each table entry (except Beginning Balance).
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4. Bonzo is filing his taxes as Head of Household. He has a gross income of $68, 500, and he has itemized
deductions totaling $14, 350. He is eligible for a $3, 000 tax credit.
(a) (3 points) Compute Bonzo’s AGI and taxable income. Give supporting work or explanations.
Answer:
Bonzo’s AGI is equal to his gross income since he has no adjustments, so his AGI is $68, 500.
Since his itemized deductions are less than the standard deduction amount for Head of Household,
he claims the standard deduction, so his taxable income is
$68, 500 − $18, 350 = $50, 150.

0.5 point for correct AGI.
0.5 point for correct explanation for AGI.
0.5 point for correct explanation for taxable income (explaining the deduction).
0.5 point for work shown for taxable income.
1 point for correct taxable income.
(b) (2 points) Find Bonzo’s tax bracket. Explain your reasoning.
Answer:
Bonzo’s taxable income is between $14,100 and $53,700, so according to the tax table, his tax
bracket is 12%.
1 point for reasonable explanation.
1 point for correct answer.
(c) (3 points) Compute Bonzo’s total income tax.
Answer:
.10($14, 100) + .12($50, 150 − $14, 100) = $5, 736
$5, 736 − $3, 000 = $2, 736
0.5 point for correct tax rates.
1 point for correct dollar amount subtractions.
1 point for subtracting tax credit.
0.5 point for correct answer.
(d) (2 points) Do we have enough information to compute Bonzo’s overall federal tax rate? If so,
compute it. If not, explain why not.
Answer:
We do not have enough information. We are only given Bonzo’s gross income, so we are not
sure how much he earns in wages. Consequently, we cannot compute his FICA tax, so we can’t
compute his overall federal tax rate.
1 point for correct answer (“no”).
1 point for reasonable explanation.
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5. The Barna Group organization conducts a survey with sample size 3, 000 and sample statistic 52.2%.
(a) (2 points) Find the margin of error for the survey. Round to the nearest tenth of a percent.
Answer:
1
× 100% ≈ 1.8%.
MOE = √
3, 000
1 point for correct formula (writing ×100% is optional).
1 point for correct answer.
-0.5 for incorrect rounding.
(b) (2 points) Construct confidence intervals for the population parameter, using your rounded
answers from part (a).
Answer:
[52.2% − 1.8%, 52.2% + 1.8%] = [50.4%, 54.0%].
0.5 point for correct formatting.
1 point for values in correct places.
0.5 point for correct answer.
(c) (2 points) Based on the confidence interval, can we conclude that the population parameter is
greater than 50%? Why or why not?
Answer:
Yes. All values in the confidence interval are above 50%, so we can conclude the population
parameter is greater than 50%.
1 point for correct answer (“yes”).
1 point for correct, reasonable explanation.

6. (2 points) Follow all testing protocol directions (hold up blank paper to the webcam at the beginning
of the exam; show your work to the webcam before submitting; etc.).
Each violation worth 1 or 2 points at discretion of grader, for a maximum of 2 points.

Grading notes for entire FR section:
Alternative solutions, if mathematically sound and otherwise appropriate for the problem, are
accepted without penalty.
Minor deductions are the discretion of the grader; deductions can come in increments of 0.25.
If a problem needs the use of an answer from a previous part, then correct work using incorrect
previous answers still earns credit.
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Formulas
• Absolute Change = new value - old value
• Relative Change = new value - old value × 100%
old value
compared value
× 100
reference value


𝐶𝑃𝐼 𝑦
• CPI: 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑖𝑛 $ 𝑦 = (𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑖𝑛 $ 𝑥 ) ×
𝐶𝑃𝐼 𝑥
• Index Number:

• Rate of Inflation:

𝑜𝑟

𝐶𝑃𝐼 𝑦 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑖𝑛 $ 𝑦
=
𝐶𝑃𝐼 𝑥 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑖𝑛 $ 𝑥

𝐶𝑃𝐼 𝑁 𝑒𝑤 − 𝐶𝑃𝐼𝑂𝑙𝑑
× 100%
𝐶𝑃𝐼𝑂𝑙𝑑

• Simple Interest: 𝐴 = 𝑃 + (𝑃 × 𝐴𝑃𝑅 × 𝑌 )
 (𝑛𝑌 )

𝐴𝑃𝑅
• Compound Interest: 𝐴 = 𝑃 1 +
𝑛

𝑃= 

𝐴 = 𝑃 × 𝑒 ( 𝐴𝑃𝑅×𝑌 )

𝑃=

𝐴−𝑃
× 100%
𝑃


 (1 + 𝐴𝑃𝑅 ) (𝑛𝑌 ) − 1 


𝑛

• Savings Plans: 𝐴 = 𝑃𝑀𝑇 × 



𝐴𝑃𝑅


𝑛


"  1
#
𝐴 (𝑌 )
• Annual Return:
− 1 × 100%
𝑃

𝐴
1+

𝐴𝑃𝑅
𝑛

 (𝑛𝑌 )

𝐴
𝑒 ( 𝐴𝑃𝑅×𝑌 )

• APY = Total Return:

• Installment Loans: 𝑃𝑀𝑇 = 

𝑃×

1− 1+



𝐴𝑃𝑅
𝑛

𝐴𝑃𝑅
𝑛

𝑃𝑀𝑇 = 

(𝑛𝑌 ) −1
(1+ 𝐴𝑃𝑅
𝑛 )



( 𝐴𝑃𝑅
𝑛 )





 (−𝑛𝑌 )

𝐴



𝑃=



𝑃𝑀𝑇 × 1 − 1 +


𝐴𝑃𝑅
𝑛

𝐴𝑃𝑅
𝑛

 (−𝑛𝑌 ) 
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• Gross Income= Sum of All Income
• Adjusted Gross Income= Gross Income − Adjustments to Income
• Taxable Income= Adjusted Gross Income − (Deductions and Exemptions)
• Total Income Tax= Tax Calculated from Table − Tax Credits
• Overall Federal Tax Rate=

Total Income Tax + FICA Tax
× 100%
Gross Income

1
• Margin of Error Estimate: √ × 100%
𝑛
• Confidence Interval: [stat − MOE, stat + MOE]
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